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Abstract 
Design process is research and learning movement and it is being with analysis synthesis and evaluation. So, in design, education 
plan must be done true and its aim must be found truly. In design education, creative and critical thinking should develop with 
more creative technologic sources and its common using. This writing is about: importance of using cognitive style and 
technologic sources, examining of how visual learning is affected by cognitive level and presentation of these aims. 
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1. Introduction 
Design is a dynamic and open minded job. Design education replaces in modernism in various period of time in 
postmodernism, there are some arguments about unthinkable world with computer siber world, electronic, 
technology. These problems give us revision of education and teaching program. In design education, importance of 
technology and it needs in education. This is not escaped (Schon, 1983). 
In design, art, single present and researching of behavior in modern technology is recognized by human. In 
additionally; design grammar is recognized by human. In this process, human information is more up than previous 
days. Technology and technological progress is more up for human (Lökçe, 2012). 
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Technology is not including just technique and technical things in term. In basic context, it has scientific work In 
today, it is first thing with cultural and social reality. For this we need to research it technologic mean and general, or 
narrow values. Narrow meaning; technology word comes from technique; connectedly with this it includes 
technological information and skills. In open meaning(generally) it has both cultural and connective in all programs. 
More over generally technology includes social values, adopted technological aims, cultural technique (The Oxford 
English Dictionary, 1978). 
Kurokawa defined that globalism is shaped with using technology furthermore; due to technology, nations are 
developed and technology provides health and happiness. According to him if technology is pulled off from cultures 
and customs, technology is not strike root (Lokce, 2001). According to Pacey, technology is an application and it 
organized all worlds, all people and all things, all machines, all scientific researches, so we can see that connection 
between technology and design is limited with some technical context (Pacey 1983). Arnol Pacey said that in this 
application, narrow meaning of technology and general meaning of technology are connected with each other. They 
are ranging with directly. Actually, technology is interaction of culture and technique.   
Technology must be taught but when it must be taught, formal behaviors are not used. İt is learned with just 
application (Smith, 1987). This feature is process “understanding of truly in education” it should be shaped with 
powerful education. 
Real learning process is student learning. In design education teacher can’t teach to students but teacher affected 
students for learning. If any topic is being abstract in design, design will be powerful for explication. I think 
explications and thoughts. You need to know that sense of physical environment is a result of our all senses. Our 
eyesight is most dominant sense for environment. Hearing is secondly sense for perceiving environment. Whereas, 
other senses are not enough for perceiving environment but maybe it affects a little bit. If an environment has some 
bad smelling or hot, other senses are perceive it (Lokce, 2012). 
 
1.1. Technology 
Technology has importance in human life. Technology is an assistant for education. It is not basic figure. 
Technology of education includes all systems, techniques and assists in learning process. It is not includes using like 
a tool. For this, four features are important. 
 
1) Defining aims for target to students. 
2) Topic which needs learning, it can be done good analyzes and needed to organize. 
3) Good environment for teaching. 
4) Good evaluation programs for learning. It means that success, peace and learning. 
 
Technology must be thought with media, so education technology has synchronicity, a synchronicity, text, sound 
face to face, sight, and computer. Environment is a background for special presentation. For choosing technological 
things, we must be careful, because different techniques are used in same environment. 
Technology, environment, effective and quality education programs need to develop and these are very important 
and be careful for choosing them in distance education. If you make mistake when you choose mistake technological 
programs, it gives you bad reflection for UE applications. 
Choosing technology process has lots of topics which are true teacher, educated teacher, budget for organizing, 
application charge, context of education, which technique is suitable for learning, total programs budgets. In other 
words; choosing technology is a progress with educational, pedagogical, economical, management and strategic 
(Girgine, Ozkul, 2004). 
1.2. Strategic Planning In Education 
Strategy and organizing helps to powerful management and reduces weak sides in technological choosing. 
These are; 
        1) In institution or a department, if they do a strategic plan, they exactly give technologic plan. 
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        2) Technologic plan must involve both technological background and teaching of technology. 
        3) In technology plan; vision, aims, targets, prints and their measures, strategies must be defined concretely      
(Bates, 2000). 
An institution should use technology for understanding education and its values if this institution uses UE. It need to 
institutional plan. This plan will be strategically. This institutions’ decides are;  
 
1) Students can be defined their academically success, demographic and geographic background.  
2) Institutions must plan for UE. This plan must involve local, national or global activity.  
3) Traditional educations and new thinking, organizing must be adapted by institutions. 
2. Learning And Teaching 
Technologies show differences about skills development and students’ satisfactions (Daniel, 1996). But 
according to Bates, students are good for different environment. Teachers and students are not important when we 
think technological things and its’ charges. (Bates, 1995). Aspect of learning and teaching is very different in 
technological development. Print and media are superior due to their presentation progress. In contrast to this 
computer basic is more superior than this and it is more affective way for learning and teaching. For best learning 
and teaching, we need to do good plan and we need to know its’ necessity.  
   For changing world, all education institutions need to us, technological devices for developing their students, 
especially universities must make plan and organize for benefit technology, so they are more useful for their student. 
If institutions adopt new applications and technology, they will be successful so, between institutions rivalry 
appears. Owing to technology, all educational institutions take benefit, because technology gives them financial 
support, namely they do not waste of time and money with using technology. Basic factories are learning in finance 
and fractionation. According to academics, after developing technology strategy, restoration is important in 
education. So, institution learns new things from experiences. If a department wants to choose a new technology, 
they must define new necessity, deficiency and background. Technology choosing is important with two ways; 
Firstly, if an institution wants to new technology, they must show their evolution and their deficiency. Secondly, 
teaching method must be adapted with previous method. Everybody knows that, superiority comes from first step 
men, but in technology, it is not one measurement technology must be chosen for student and their necessity. New 
technology is not good when it is waste. Sometimes previous technology may be better than new one. Therefore 
educational context should be adapted with aims and targets. (Girginer, Ozkul, 2004). Differences between online 
education and traditional education are researched by Berge and colleagues. It is very important research. In this 
research, factor analysis is used for understanding of problem. They found ten problems; 
1) Field engineering; fastly changing in technology is not easy to keep step. Distances education 
teachers are sometimes do not adequate for this.  
2) Management structure ; distance education lost their believe to management. Its reason may be 
new company problems. Different departments do not accord with each other for financial, 
methods, payment etc. 
3) Evaluation; method has deficiency when they research it for distance education.  
4) Organizational changing; some institutions do not want to changing. Some expers who are 
important person and some strategies plan in distance education are not good and this people are 
not adequate for this education system. 
5) Social integration and quality; person who attend distance education sometimes feel that like 
isolated when they do not find a person with face to face. In additionally; some teachers are not 
adequate for students and their satisfactory, so students do not have enough knowledge and they 
lose their communication with distance education.  
6) Student support service; student have problem with library, financial support, registry and assent. 
Beside, distance educated person has not supervision and defining. 
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7) Struggle with technology; using technology is sometimes deficit, besides, teachers may not good 
with technology development. These factors provide risk for job safety.  
8) Access; lots of student devoid from technological device and its’ opportunity. 
9) Make up for time and skill; distance educations’ all steps need to time, for evaluation, 
development, design. Distance educations found are not support students perfectly. 
10) Legal topics; in this extent, we do not have any problem. Learning quality is very important for 
online education. 
So lots of units are thought in learning design. ACCEL modelis used for learning character configuration. This 
model mentions that; (Vesel, 2005). 
1) Active ; student must attend program and thinks activities. 
2) Collaborative ; student must attend to activities, project and discussion. 
3) Customized and accessible: learning programs are prepared for students’ time, career aims, high 
readiness level, style of learning.  
4) Excellent quality; courses give opportunity to students aim and target. It is organized for student. 
Learning contains high quality communication, easy, fast teacher.  
5) Lifestyle fitted; in distance learning, student lives in their house and they can learn in home. 
Education reaches everywhere if it is possible for financially (Tuncer, Tasdemir, 2008). 
3. Conclusion  
 
Both distance education and design education take advantage from technology. It has some rules;  
1) Defined standard must be provided for education. 
2) Using sources with fertility. 
3) Common education. 
4)  Opportunities must be equal for learner. 
5) Provides supply and demand equilibrium  
6) Using education with functional  
7) Provide education quality. 
These rules are very important for good education and as well, researches about technology and computer, internet 
must answer these questions; 
1) Has internet got information problems? 
2) Developed countries uses internet and computer. Is it for dominancy? 
3) Monopoly of information is a problem. Is it solved? (Tuncer,Tasdemir,2008). 
Effective using information and communication technology provides quality in education and reaches 
information accessibility. Furthermore it provides developing skill in technical using.  
General education gives some skills for everyone. But vocational education gives different skills for just 
individual. General education and vocational education are not divided. In modern society, these educations are 
important. Technological education provides them connection. Today, people is unthinkable from away these 
educations. General education must give to people culture, tradition, technology, information and etc. this will be 
done with technological education. Vocational and technique education just give one way to people. Technological 
education has lots of opportunity and develops person skills. So, if a person takes technological courses, they are 
capable of every educational success. It affects their all life. Human capital is provided with good education. Human 
capital is connected with education in generally but privately it is connected with real and reachable information. If 
a person uses their knowledge in an effective way, they will be successful in their life. 
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